Our story is your story

A living room is a private place where families and friends enjoy themselves, associate with each other and relax together. A stylish, contemporary sofa is like a quiet companion of life that offers comfort, reflects its owners character and easily adapts to different situations. With Indera, the focus will always be on the users and their habits, in the design as well as in the development and production of our ultra-modular sofas. Indera is a kind of experience and emotion and it stands for furniture with a story to tell, your story.

Modularity & personality

Through intense and inspiring cooperation with well-known designers from home and abroad, surprisingly modular mechanisms are being developed. This extensive flexibility offers freedom to you as a user, as you can make up your own perfect and unique sofa. You choose your own upholstery from a range of high quality fabrics or leather in any color. The furniture will be adaptable too, according to circumstance. That way you will create in no time a sitting or lying island for cozy TV evenings, or you dismantle the sofa into trendy seat-units for a home party. All this will result into furniture with a soul, with the purpose of creating an interaction between the furniture and the user. Because we want you to feel good in our furniture.

Our furniture is made with love so fall in love with it

Our sofas combine strong design with solid seat comfort of the highest standard. The passion and craftsmanship in producing our sofas are passed from generation to generation. INDERA is part of the Mecam-group, a Belgian family business with 340 employees. For more than 40 years, Mecam manufactures upholstered furniture of the highest standard in Dilsen-Stokkem (Belgium). Years of experience, passion for the job and continuous innovation have led to the most efficient and high quality production, using the best materials only in an optimal manner. In order to guarantee this high quality, all our fabrics and leathers are being tested in house to lightfastness, pilling and wearability. By doing this, we create beautiful and long-lasting furniture for your living room. Contemporary furniture that grows with you and your family.

Now you know our story, we would be happy to hear yours...

Inspire yourself with this new catalogue.

Please sit down, relax and find the sofa that fits perfectly with your story.

www.inder.be
Optimal cuddling space — A casual, modular sofa with endless combination possibilities. In addition to high and low back and arm units and seat modules in various dimensions, the series also comprise practical tables and storage elements so that you can create your own optimal relaxing spot. The soft, quilted upholstery resembles a warm quilt, a homely cocoon in which you can relax after an active day.
see more Hug examples at the modularity pages and on www.ndera.be or on p. 155
Flexible living — LUV fills a void in the contemporary design offerings and is the first modular sofa that combines high quality design with a reclining mechanism that has an adjustable backrest, neck support, as well as footrest. LUV is the ideal meeting place for family and friends, but also a lovely relaxing spot in which it is wonderful to come home to after a hectic day.
Available with functional and stylish table and storage units in solid wood and saddle leather

see more Luv examples at the modularity pages and on www.indera.be or on p. 157

SUPER MODULAR
Lounging at a higher level — A timeless modular sofa system with ultimate seating comfort and innovative features like the hidden folding headrest mount. Thanks to the flexible arm and seat modules and comfortable corner and lounge chair elements FAUVE is endlessly switchable. Solid oak tabletops can be integrated into the sofa as well as used as matching standalone coffee tables.
Combine the modular seating elements until you feel you have reached the perfect combination, until your space has been ideally filled with separate chairs, corner-combinations or even a relaxing island.
Síntese
see more Sintese examples at the modularity pages and on www.indera.be or on p. 159
An excellent companion for a lazy Sunday. Read your newspapers & magazines, watch a movie or the cats playing in the garden.
A strong geometric supporting structure is combined with super comfortable, relaxed seating- and back cushions. Back supports and armrests can easily be slid in on any place wanted.
see more Week/nd examples at the modularity pages and on www.indera.be or on p. 161

SUPER MODULAR
The rounded shape of the ‘Barbasso’ side and coffee tables provides a compelling contrast to the rectangular structure of most sofas. Enriched by an additional tabletop and asymmetrical legs, these tables are a perfect fusion of function, humor and fantasy.
Tailor Made is an ultra-modular sofa system that allows you to put together your own seating unit that is completely customised to your own taste and personal preferences.
see more Tailor Made examples at the modularity pages and on www.indera.be or on p. 163

SUPER MODULAR
Imagine sinking back and reading a good book, reclining and relaxing, enjoying a wonderful nap at the office or in your living room.
Inlay comprises separate back rest, arm rest and seat modules in various sizes that can be easily configured and re-configured by the user in infinite variations to create a sofa for any occasion.
This ‘fabulous’ contemporary chair is an eye-catcher for your interior. Stackable and available in various leathers or fabrics.
VIDA RAW offers pure design and well considered proportions with comfortable foam interiors that will adapt to the shape of the body.
VIDA CREAMY is casual, using cushions filled with natural fluff to create cosiness and relaxation.
INDERA prefers fair trade. The INDERA MEETS INDIA collection features hand-made cushions and plaids which have been manufactured by small-scale Indian organisations, set up to improve the labour conditions and wages of manual workers.
A series of four small tables with a top in different shades of leather to create stylish compositions.

Crossed Legs

Fabiaan Van Severen
Keeping in mind the idea of a hat, and the relevant production techniques, trendy chairs and low tables came into existence. The elements in different colors and proportions, with attention to small details, make for a playful whole.
FLOW unites innovation, movement and emotion. Cool high tech/futuristic aluminium is combined with a sensual, seamless play of shapes and warm fabrics. This sofa can be used indoors as well as outdoors. For outdoor use, comfortable weather resistant cushions are available.
Benjamin Hubert
create timeless objects that do not respond to trends or fashion but rely on usability analysis, interaction, materiality, sustainability and a process of visual reduction.

Benjamin Hubert

By disturbing the usual rules, Bram Boo aspires to create new ideas and emotions with a focus on function and aesthetic values. The result of this connecting theme leads to ambiguous things to reconsider daily habits.

Bram Boo

The trained painter is today active as a designer, and designs furniture, bags and interiors. He is best known for his sober, contemporary design with clean and pure lines.

Fabioan Van Severen

The designs of René Holten are characterized by a bright, functional and aesthetic design language. His pursuit of a quality and timeless product, combined with his knowledge of the production process often produces surprising designs. Over the years, he has received many international awards.

René Holten

Jolijn Fiddelaers
designs sustainable textile products with a special story. She set up a collaboration with Indian craftspeople under the motto “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”.

Jolijn Fiddelaers

‘diversity feeds creativity’. Stefan Schöning works in a lot of different fields with a variety of products and materials. This approach results in designs which go much further than standard production.

Stefan Schöning

The internationally renowned work of Xavier Lust is clearly identifiable through the visible tension he gives to his objects, and through the curves inspired by his innovative (de)formation process of metallic surfaces.

Xavier Lust

Studio Segers is a creative family corporation. Two generations (father Wim Segers & son Bob Segers) form a powerful symbiosis of experience and young creative talent. Studio Segers symbolizes a no-nonsense approach where only sensible and down-to-earth concepts find their realisation.

Studio Segers
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PROJECTS

Sintese sofa – Interior by architect Bart Lens
Photo by Steven Massart
Long Weeknd sofa – Loft Hasselt
by Studio Segers

Sintese sofa – KRC Genk youth complex
by In-Lijn architects
Sintese sofa – Carbon Hotel Genk
by PCP architects

Curacao sofa – Novotel
by C&P Projects

Fab chairs – Novotel
by C&P Projects

Curacao sofa – Project Zoetis
by De Compagnie

Fab chairs – Project Zoetis
by De Compagnie
Weekend sofa – private house
by Home Art

Tailor Made sofa
by Feel at Home

Sintese sofa – private house
by Feel at Home

Sintese sofa – Library Genk
by BeLisa
FLOW sofa
by Huis van Oordegem

Sintese sofa – private house
by Eer Architectural Design
Lazy Sunday – Belfius Art Gallery

Sintese sofa – Belfius Art Gallery

Sintese sofa
by Home-Art
Weekend sofa – Van der Valk hotel Zwolle
by C&P projects

Tailor Made – St.Gallen Switzerland
by cev

Weekend sofa
by L&P
See inderab.be for technical information
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Seats
89 160 170 208

Backs
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Armrest
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Tailor Made

Long-life, never dull, endless combinations...
Vida Raw
Vida Creamy
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Flow

Le Sac
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Seats

Ottoman
Fab
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- Fab low
  - Seat height: 71
  - Stackable

- Fab high
  - Seat height: 72

Lazy Sunday
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- Seats
  - Stackable

- Ottoman
  - Stackable
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Concept & coordination MOOZ
Styling Sjra Lendfers & MOOZ
Graphic design Geoffrey Brusatto
Photography Frank Gielen
Kristof Vrancken
Bieke Claessens
Philippe van Gelooven
Studio Geboers
Wouter van Twillert
Post-production Chris Dendas

Vilvertstraat 11
3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
Belgium
made@indera.be
www.indera.be